Case study

Despec enjoys super-fast, low-cost
prints with unbeatable reliability
The HP PageWide Pro printer delivers premium quality, high-speed prints
combined with intuitive scanning and copying functionality
Industry
Technology
Objective
Despec wanted to replace an underperforming
laser printer in its finance department with one
that could provide a simpler scanning capability
as well as reliability and speed
Approach
The company installed a HP PageWide Pro printer,
which delivers brilliant colour and mono prints
faster and more cost-effectively, compared to
the previous laser printer
IT matters
• The printer has produced nearly a quarter of a
million printed pages without a single fault or
paper jam, reducing the burden on the IT team
• Cartridges can be easily replaced by users without
requiring intervention from the IT department
Business matters
• Reducing energy consumption by
80 per cent and long-lasting cartridges
lead to tangible savings
• The touchscreen interface makes
printing and scanning simple and
improves employee productivity
• The company has sold over 2,300
HP PageWide Pro printers to its
own customers

“The HP PageWide Pro has run successfully for nearly two
years and printed almost 200,000 printed pages without
a single error or paper jam, which is amazing. It also
prints quickly without compromising on quality.”
– Fredrik Ohlsson, product manager, Despec

Ultimate reliability combined with user-friendly features
Faced with an aging laser printer that regularly jammed
and couldn’t meet the scanning needs of Despec’s financial
department, the company looked for an alternative device.
It selected the HP PageWide Pro, which printed close to
200,000 pages without maintenance requirements.
Furthermore, the simple and intuitive interface makes
scanning and producing PDFs easy. Despec has gone
on to resell nearly 2,500 HP PageWide Pro devices
to its own customers in the past year.
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Challenge
Print issues impact resources
Established in 1994, Despec specialises in
office and printer supplies and is the gateway
for over 10,000 resellers across EMEA,
distributing and marketing thousands of
consumable office products. By focusing
on core products such as inks, toners,
storage, paper and developing state of the
art logistics and e-marketing services, it has
become one of the world’s leading supplies
wholesalers. In Sweden, it employs 30 people
in offices in Stockholm and Gothenburg.
The company had been using a laser printer
in its Stockholm finance department,
however, it was underperforming.
Regular paper jams along with frequent
problems using the email and scanning
functionality had led to frustration as
well as a drain on internal IT resources.
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“For the finance team in particular, being
able to print hard copies, sign them and
scan them to email is vital so the old
device was causing a lot of dissatisfaction,”
explains Fredrik Ohlsson, product manager,
Despec. “There are around ten people
in this department and it was having a
negative impact on their productivity.”
As a HP distributor with a long and fruitful
relationship, the company was selected
to trial the new HP PageWide Pro printer.
Ohlsson had no hesitation in immediately
installing it in the finance department.

Solution
Reliable prints at high speeds
The HP PageWide Pro prints at up to twice
the speed and half the cost per page of
traditional colour lasers and boasts an
intuitive 4.3-inch colour touchscreen that
makes it simple to print, copy, scan, fax,
and send digital files. It was up and running
within an hour, providing a new high quality
colour print platform for the team.
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“Installation was simple; it just worked
out of the box and was easy to connect
to the network,” adds Ohlsson. “We
are now producing 8,000 prints per
month with zero downtime.”
Despec also uses HP Home and Office
Everyday Color-locked media to ensure it
gets optimal print quality: “It’s our standard
day to day printer paper and works very well
with the HP PageWide Pro,” says Ohlsson.

Benefits
Intuitive multi-functionality
for optimal productivity
Despec has noted several key advantages
to the new all-in-one HP print solution,
not least the speed, quality and cost. It is
also much easier to use and employees
find scanning to produce PDFs simple.
Furthermore, in the two years since
installation, it has been 100 per cent reliable.

“The touchscreen means we can produce
accurate PDFs instantly with no fuss. At the
same time, there have been no paper jams
which saves me time,” continues Ohlsson.
“The only time we had an error message
was when the duplex module was full.”
The duplex module collects stray ink
molecules when the printer goes into
sleep mode overnight to ensure optimal
print performance. What amazed Ohlsson
was that when he produced a print report,
he discovered that the HP PageWide Pro
had printed nearly 200,000 pages
– all without a single error or paper jam.
“This printer doesn’t just offer double the
speed at half the cost of laser printing, it’s
also totally reliable. And we only change
cartridges every six months so that’s a great
bonus too,” says Ohlsson. “In addition, it
consumes 80 per cent less energy than a
laser printer, which means more savings
and less environmental impact.”
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Customer solution
at a glance
Hardware
• HP PageWide Pro
• HP PageWide Enterprise
• HP OfficeJet Pro 8620

As a result of the success of the
HP PageWide Pro, Ohlsson has rolled out
a HP PageWide Enterprise for the
15 employees in sales support and
installed a HP OfficeJet Pro 8620 in his
own department. The HP PageWide Pro
models are also proving popular with
Despec’s own customers.

“We’ve sold over 2,300 HP PageWide Pro
printers this year, which demonstrates
how well they have been received by the
market,” concludes Ohlsson. “And, as for
us, we’ll be sticking with HP for our own
printers in the future.”

Learn more at
hp.com/go/businessprinters

“We’re delighted with
the performance of our
HP PageWide Pro printers
and that’s reflected in the
thousands of units that we
have recommended and sold
to our own customers.”
– Fredrik Ohlsson, product manager, Despec

Sign up for updates
hp.com/go/getupdated
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